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Executive Summary
Robotic work cells are used widely across all manufacturing scenarios. Robots are being
implemented because unlike humans they do not take time off and can work 24 hours a day with
no breaks. Robotic work cells are in high-demand, especially ones with vision systems. With the
incorporation of a vision system, a robot can take in the information the camera sees. This allows
versatility, quicker changeovers, and easier implementation of new parts or procedures.
The team kept those thoughts in mind during the entire process of this project. They were
provided with a Kawasaki RS03N Robot, Cognex 7020 camera, and the existing work cell of the
robot in the Applied Engineering Center. A text editor called KRterm was also provided to edit
and create programs for the robot, along with a software called In-Sight that allowed the team to
differentiate the four work pieces used. These work pieces consisted of three PVC parts and one
cube. A program was written in KRterm to connect the robot and vision system. The robot’s
controller calculated each workpieces’ position, in any orientation, within the vision system’s field
of view. The team wanted to pick up two workpieces at a time before transferring them to the
placement tray.
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Figure 1: Kawasaki RS03N Robot

Figure 2: Cognex 7000 Series
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Chapter I: Introduction
Robots and vision systems do come at a very high initial price, but many companies are
seeing the benefit of using them because their processes are becoming more efficient than ever.
Also, the return on investment for robots is much better financially compared to manual workers.
This work cell will accomplish the task of identifying several workpieces with Cognex vision
systems, communicate directly to the robot that will use the Piab vacuum gripper (Figure 5: Piab
Vacuum Gripper), along with the Schunk PGN 64-1 gripper (Figure 6: Schunk PGN 64-1 Gripper)
to successfully pick up specific workpieces and move them to an appropriate location. The team
defined the location at which the robot will place the workpieces down. Once this first cycle is
complete, the robot will then repeat this cycle once the robot places the workpieces back in the
starting location and begin the process over again. This work cell will run in a constant loop,
showing the effectiveness and efficiency of a high-profile manufacturing work cell.
Before the team dove into the software, some mechanical aspects were designed and
fabricated to allow the robot to pick up the work pieces. These mechanical aspects included endof-arm-tooling (EOAT), gripper blanks, and pneumatics. A sufficient EOAT for this application
needed multiple mounting surfaces for the gripper and vacuum the team wanted to utilize. Two
main designs were considered for this. They included a flat mounting plate seen in Figure 9:
Original End of Arm Tooling Plate and a C-channel seen in Figure 11: End of Arm Tooling Solid
Works Assembly.
The vision system’s software allowed for the team to differentiate their four work pieces.
These pieces included three differing shapes of PVC and one square block. Each work piece had
their own job file within the vision system’s software, allowing each file’s information to be called
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within the robot’s program. A trigger was sent to the camera within the AS program to identify
which part was in its field of view at the current position.

Figure 3: Simple Work Cell Layout
The work cell has an incoming parts tray on the left-hand side and a placement tray on the
opposite side. The Kawasaki RS03N Robot can be programmed by Kawasaki’s programming
software called KRterm, while the vision system can be programmed through Cognex’s In-Sight
software. The robot and camera must communicate with each other, so the team added terminal
blocks to the current rails on the back of the work cell to provide sufficient terminals for the vision
systems connection. After the vision system received power, a simple program was written to
validate that both the Kawasaki robot, and the vision system were communicating correctly.
The team was responsible for writing the main program, along with subroutines to produce
an efficient manufacturing robotic work cell. A STRIDE ethernet hub was used to link the
Kawasaki RS03N, vision system, and PC together. The main program will have conditional
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statements that allow the vision system to take a picture of the incoming parts tray and will then
send a signal to the robot to choose the correct tool depending on what part is currently incoming.
After choosing the correct tool for the current part, the main program will have a command
statement that will notify the robot to pick up the part, once the part has been picked another
command will tell the robot to move across the work cell where the outgoing part tray will be
located. Once on the other side of the work cell, the vision system will snap a picture of the parts
tray and another program command will enforce the robot to place the part in its designated spot.
This process will be repeated until the program is manually stopped, or the vision system will
acknowledge all parts have been transported and the robot will return to a safe position.
The team went through four distinctive design processes within the work cell design and
two distinctive design processes for the end-of-arm-tooling. Each design solved the current
problems experienced, while also bringing new problems to the surface. The final design
incorporates a sleek and compact end-of-arm-tool that supports one Cognex 7000 series camera,
along with a gripper and a vacuum gripper. A moment of inertia analysis was performed on the
EOAT using SolidWorks to verify the new design was sufficient for the process (Figure 14: Joint
5 and Error! Reference source not found.).

Chapter II: Problem Statement
The objective of the senior project was to design and create an automated vision-guided
robotic work cell. Related to one you would see in factories across the United States and other
developed countries. To accomplish this, the team wanted to design a pick and place work cell that
incorporated the Kawasaki RS03N (Figure 1: Kawasaki RS03N Robot), a Cognex 7000 series
camera (Figure 2: Cognex 7000 Series) that would be used for part differentiation and EOAT
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components. This concept left many ideas that could be pursued in designing the final work cell
by the end of the semester. A well-balanced work cell consists of several different components,
these being flow, organization, ability to implement, and versatility if a process were to ever
change. With the importance of these components being at the forefront of the project’s design,
the team created a list of project goals that they wanted to track and succeed by the end of it. These
goals included design of EOAT, creation of pick and place work cell, distinguish communication
between robot and vision system, distinguish specific workpieces and transport them to proper
locations, actuate tools when called upon, successfully complete and use an AS language program
using KRterm.
The work cell consists of three main components. Mechanical, electrical, and
communications are these. Within the mechanical category is work cell design and EOAT
design/fabrication. The electrical components of the project include the Kawasaki robot’s input
and outputs (I/O) and the vision systems I/O, along with providing power to all required
components. The final, and most important, aspect of the project is the communications between
all machines. Ethernet patch cables were used for the relay of information between the vision
system, robot, and personal computer (PC). Figure 4: Communications Flowchart gives a visual
representation of how the automated system is connected.
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Figure 4: Communications Flowchart

Figure 5: Piab Vacuum Gripper
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Figure 6: Schunk PGN 64-1 Gripper

Chapter III: Background
Along with the use of robots, vision systems are used in correlation with robots for visual
guidance. These highly programmable vision systems can distinguish individual parts by taking a
picture of them and applying tools built into the software, the x, y, and theta can then be sent to
the connected device. These values are then calculated by the robot so it can successfully pick the
workpiece. These tools can be paired with a highly sophisticated programming software that the
user can create a rigorous and rigid program that can also be very versatile. The versatility is one
of the main factors of why this technology has become extremely important to the manufacturing
field because workers can adjust the program to fit new parts or fix any issues without having to
physically be on site.
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Chapter IV: Design Specifications
The design process required several specifics, wire management, creation of mountable
locations for vision system connection, design of an embossment on the back of EOAT, and
appropriate gripper blank design. Wire management was crucial to create this cell, considering the
vision systems wiring along with all the pneumatic lines the team had to route all wires and tubing
along the robot arm while still maintaining full range of motion of the arm. For the connection of
the vision system, they mounted four terminal blocks to the back of the panel and used jumpers to
supply 24VDC power to the camera while opening plenty of room for all the connection wires
necessary for the vision system. The last design specification the team was responsible for,
included creating an embossment on the back side of the end of arm tooling. This takes the load
off the mounting bolts and provides stability in the overall design. Another key factor that this
embossment allows for is clarification of the z-axis of the EOAT. On the EOAT they provided a
dowl pin hole that must be lined up with the dowl pin hole on the robot’s tool flange, this solidifies
that the tool coordinate system is correctly lined up.
The work pieces concerning the gripper were the elbow and the screw-on PVC. With these
shapes of pieces, the team concluded that the gripper blank design could be simple and clean. They
decided to design and fabricate two L-shaped blanks that would be sufficient to grasp the PVC
pieces. The gripper and vacuum were actuated by pneumatics, supplied in the AEC on campus. A
pneumatic line was connected to an inlet and a tube was ran to the Numatics on the back of the
work cell panel. More pneumatic tubing was connected from the Numatics to the gripper and the
vacuum. The team tested the actuation of the tools by picking up each piece using the teach
pendant.
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Chapter V: Design Alternatives Creation and Evaluations
The team’s project goals were to design EOAT, create pick and place work cell, distinguish
communication between robot and vision system, distinguish specific workpieces and transport
them to proper locations, actuate tools when called upon, and successfully complete and use an
AS language program using KRterm

Workpiece Flow Design Phase I
The initial solution of transportation of work pieces for the project included the use of one
section of the Festo Cyber Physical Factory (Figure 7: Festo CPF). The conveyor belt would move
the pieces into the field of view of the vision system, allowing the parts to be introduced into the
work cell. All work pieces would be placed in a matter where the robot would have enough time
to transport each piece.
The team soon realized that by adding in this large equipment, it would be complicating
the work cell in several ways. One way was the addition of such large equipment would occupy
quite a lot of floor space. The second complication is the ability to learn and use the Festo CPF
effectively. Only one module of the machine would have been used. A downside of using this
system was that the robot’s reach was limited and due to the conveyor module being on top of the
machine it was unable to be placed on the work cell table. The only options were to relocate the
robot onto a different spot on the table it currently sat on or begin brainstorming other possibilities.
Once the team consulted, the best route for design was to not incorporate the Festo CPF.
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Figure 7: Festo Cyber Physical Factory

Workpiece Flow Design Phase II
Once they decided not to include the Festo CPF Machine within the design, the next step
was to figure out how all workpieces could be brought into the work area to be seen by the vision
system. Due to the effectiveness of gravity feeders, the team thought this would be the best option.
Gravity feeders consist of a workpiece holding bowl, a sliding door to release parts and then a
ramp that utilizes gravity to slide the workpieces down into the work area. Due to the simplicity
of this, and the usefulness of it were large reasons the team thought about the possibility of
implementing it within the design. They began brainstorming how a gravity feeder could be
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implemented and this gave rise to issues along the way. Once again, the team faced a collision
issue with the gravity feeder, and the team had decided on only testing four workpieces.
Due to the collision possibility, and the fact that they only had four workpieces led the team
to abandon the gravity feeder option. The team went with two-part trays that were provided within
the AEC, these parts trays could be directly mounted to the worktable, and created specific
locations for the workpieces to sit. The idea behind this was that once all pieces had been picked
and placed, the pieces could then be replaced on the incoming part tray in any random order. The
vision system would have the ability to distinguish the parts and send updated information to the
robot to complete the cycle as many times as needed.

Camera Mounting Phase I
If the Festo CPF was to be used for this project, a camera would have been mounted above
the conveyor belt, using 80/20 Supply metal supports. After the work cell layout was rethought,
the team chose to use two Cognex camera’s that would be statically mounted. The camera mounts
were constructed out of aluminum blocks that had been provided by Mr. Nelson and previously
ordered for camera mounting in the AEC as seen in Figure 8: Static Camera Mounting. With these
being statically mounted, it gave the most accuracy, and repeatability.
One camera would create a work area field of view, then the gravity feeder would open to
allow workpieces to slide down the ramp and into the camera’s field of view. Once a trigger signal
is sent to the camera, a picture is taken of the work pieces. The robot’s controller would then
calculate the x, y, and theta values of each work piece. The robot moves to the correct location
corresponding with the given coordinates and picks up the part. Once the robot picked the part it
would then move to the next location where the second camera would be mounted. This camera
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would analyze the proper place to set the part down, and then reanalyze the part so that it could
pick the part back up and move it directly back to the gravity feeder to repeat the process.

Camera Mounting Phase II
The initial idea of incorporating two cameras in the work cell allowed the team the ability
to have the robot move freely. Statically mounted cameras were researched and found to be utilized
in many industries. This was a vital reason for the team choosing to go the static mounting route
for the vision system. Once movement of the robot was tested with the two cameras in the work
cell, they realized it brought up some issues.
These issues included increased risk of collision with the mounts, restricting the robot’s
full range of motion and the mounts were not high enough to capture a large enough field of view
for the work cell. The camera’s field of view was restricted by being mounted so close to the pole.
For these reasons, the team decided to change their camera mounting approach to reduce the
possibility of collisions and gain a larger field of view of the work cell from the camera.
The team decided that the best mounting position for the vision system would be on the
robot’s EOAT. Allowing the camera to be pointed in any direction the robot moves, gives the
vision system the ability to gain a wider field of view of the work cell. The team’s next steps were
to design and fabricate an EOAT that would be able to support the camera, gripper, and vacuum.
This led to a tedious process of researching how the camera should be mounted and which axis the
vision system would lie on. A mock-up shown in Figure 10: Mock-Up of EOAT was used to
visualize how the camera would have to be attached to the EOAT. With this mock-up the team
was able to test the movements of the robot with the camera attached, with the field of view on the
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z-axis, and concluded that this design would greatly reduce the possibility of collisions and allow
the camera a greater view of the work cell.

Figure 8: Static Camera Mounting

End of Arm Tooling Phase I
Originally, the group began brainstorming about possible designs that would fit the
application of the work cell and allow them to accomplish the task at hand the most efficient way
possible. The first mock-up that they came across was a 0.5-inch aluminum plate mounted to the
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robot. This plate would provide a flat surface to mount the gripper, and the pneumatic vacuum
gripper. This work-cell incorporated the Cognex cameras on either side of the work area and not
mounted directly to the robot. The team began testing the motion of the robot and soon realized
that with the cameras statically mounted on the work cell, this could lead to a large amount of
collision problems when in use. Using Figure 9: Original End of Arm Tooling Plate as reference,
the wide, bulky structure of the aluminum plate could cause collisions in more ways than one. The
team returned to the design phase and began mocking up new end of arm tooling designs.

Figure 9: Original End of Arm Tooling Plate
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End of Arm Tooling Design Phase II
The team’s second iteration of a new end of arm tooling transformed their work cell also.
Originally, the team attempted to use two static Cognex camera’s instead of mounting the camera
directly to the robot. With the second end of arm tooling design, they decided to go with the
Cognex camera being mounted directly to the robot. This allows the work cell to be very versatile
and cleans the work cell up which also limits collision possibilities. With the new end of arm
tooling having the pneumatic gripper, Schunk parallel gripper, and Cognex camera all mounted to
it, it needed to accomplish being small and compact but still maintain the strength and rigidity
needed to mount all tools required for the application. The first step was to create a mock-up to
give a visual representation and allow a visualization of the movements of the robot’s 6-axis arm.
The team wanted to ensure that the new design would be clear of all collisions.
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Figure 10: Mock-Up of EOAT
The team began brainstorming what material, and design would allow for the design of a superior
end of arm tooling. They settled on choosing aluminum C-channel because aluminum has a great
weight to strength ratio. C-channel allows for a very compact design and will provide several faces
to mount tools too, this ensures the end of arm tooling weight is not being extended out far from
joint 6. This helps the robot maintain its strength and ability to move quickly, and efficiently.
Along with the mass being distributed well, this also allows to design the tool’s tool center points
closer to the robot’s tool coordinate system which makes the tool center point transformation much
simpler.
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Figure 11: End of Arm Tooling Solid Works Assembly
The initial step was to create a 3D SolidWorks model for the new end of arm tooling, this can be
seen in Figure 11: End of Arm Tooling Solid Works Assembly. To do this, they utilized Cognex’s
and Schunk’s website to gain access to the CAD files of the 7000 series camera along with the
gripper, also the team utilized Piab’s website to gain access to the CAD files for the vacuum
gripper.

Moment of Inertia Analysis of Joint 5 & Joint 6
Once the SolidWorks model was created, this opened the possibility to analyze the new
design of EOAT at a deeper level. Using the built-in tools within SolidWorks they were able to
perform a mass moment of inertia analysis about joint five and joint six. Mass moment of inertia
can be defined as the measure of an objects resistance to change in rotational direction. Within this
analysis the rotational direction is changed about joint 5 along with the rotational direction of joint
6 during the process of picking and placing various workpieces. Referencing Figure 13: Joint 6
Mass Moment of Inertia ValuesFigure 13: Joint 6 the data from joint six. Once the values were
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figured, the number the team received was 0.00 𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚! . This number is in fact accurate because
the allowable value stated by Kawasaki assumes the robot is operating at full speed and has a 3 kg
EOAT attached to it. Due to the mass of the end of arm tooling weighing a minimal 0.86 kg (1.90
lbs), the inertia values are very insignificant to the amount of allowable torque.

Figure 12: Joint 6 Analysis
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Figure 13: Joint 6 Mass Moment of Inertia Values
For joint 5 the team conducted the exact same test within SolidWorks but this time the rotational
direction was focused on joint 5 and considered the center of mass was not directly in the center
of the end of arm tooling, rather is it skewed off to the side with the gripper. Even with these
factors in place, the value received was a minimal 0.02 𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚! as seen within Error! Reference
source not found.. None of the mass moment of inertia values 𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚! were large enough to show
any values into the hundredths place and both values verified that the teams design for the EOAT
will be sufficient.
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Figure 14: Joint 5 Analysis

Figure 15: Joint 5 Mass Moment of Inertia Values
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Communications/AS Program
The work cell communicates entirely with the use of ethernet connection, however for the
Kawasaki robot, and the vision system camera to correctly communicate, the creation of an AS
language TCP commands program was required. This program set the vision system IP address
within KRterm, and set commands for TCP connect, close, send, and receive. These commands
are vital to the communication between the robot and vision system. TCP connect is a program
instruction to request connection, this command is used when the robot is the client of the work
cell, meaning that the robot is sent information that it must receive, and in this case is dependent
upon the vision system to send it information. TCP close is the program instruction to abort
connection, and TCP send is the program instruction to send data. The send command sends a
specified character string based on the TCP protocol. Lastly, TCP receive is the program command
to receive data, this data is then stored in a specified character string. Due to the team not being
able to successfully establish communication with the vision system and robot led to not being
able to use them together.
However, this still allowed for the group to design and write an AS language program using
KRterm. To do this the group must read and fully understand the commands and process of
creating a program using this specified language. The Kawasaki AS language reference manual
was at the team’s disposal and provided much help in the commands and understanding how to
define robot poses, tool actuation, and being able to call the program at the end.
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Figure 16: AS Demo Program
Pictured above is a demo program within the reference manual that was used and relied on heavily
by the team as they were going through the design phase of the main program. The HERE
command can be used to define a pose as seen within Figure 16: AS Demo Program. For the team
to accurately design the program they manually walked the robot through the needed poses that
would be used for the build. This defined the specific poses and allowed for them to be called upon
within the main program. The team defined five poses, these being home, incoming approach,
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pick, outgoing approach, and place. These five defined poses are what was used for the robot to
successfully pick and place a workpiece. Once the poses were defined the next step in the process
was to understand how the gripper and vacuum would be actuated. This is done using the
pneumatic system on the back side of the panel connected to the robot. The group had to connect
both the vacuum and gripper via hose. To actuate the tools the correct signal must be called upon
within the program and these signals were signal 1, signal -1, signal 2, and signal -2. These signals
were programmed into the main program and worked successfully when called upon, this
solidified the project goal of completing tool activation every single time it was called.

Chapter VI: Conclusion
The team’s goals included the following, design end of arm tooling, create pick and place
cell, pick up and move workpieces to proper location, actuate tools when called upon, create AS
program, and distinguish clear communication between machines. The team accomplished almost
all project goals and with distinct planning they were able to do this. To accomplish a successful
end of arm tooling design the group relied on the use of mockup designs with simple materials
found within the Applied Engineering Center (AEC) to gain a basic visual representation of the
final goal.
Once a basic design was created the team chose specific materials, and design parameters
that allowed for a sufficient design. Then, with the use of Solid Works they modeled the EOAT
and performed multiple moment of inertia test to verify the design was sufficient. After these
crucial steps were completed, the team began fabrication and ended with a great compact end of
arm tooling. To accomplish the work cell design, part trays within the AEC were utilized and the
robot table was modified to account for any possible collisions. The group removed parts of the
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table’s T-track to give them the proper amount of space to rotate the tooling in the proper
orientations needed.
Another goal accomplished included the actuation of the gripper and vacuum when called
upon, two specific signals were needed to do this, and the team designed these signals into the
program, and they worked every single time the program was called. Similarly, the design of the
program to pick and place the workpieces took dedication to understanding AS commands, and
the task of learning the KRterm interface. This goal took several iterations, and much time
dedicated to reading and comprehending how the AS language was used. Once these tasks were
completed, the team accomplished another project goal of designing a useful AS program. All this
information was gathered using the Kawasaki AS language reference manual.
Lastly, one goal was not completed within this project, and this was establishing successful
communication between vision system and robot. The team fell just short of successfully
accomplishing this, as they did create code specifically for the connection process and attempted
to connect multiple times. This aspect of the project was the only factor between the team’s 100%
completion. With proper communication, the part algorithms, and the AS program these could’ve
been paired to create the complete vision guided work cell. To review, the team successfully
completed five of six project goals, but ultimately fell short of full completion of the project. The
main aspects were successfully completed, but with failed communication of the vision system
and robot this halted the full completion of this project.

Chapter VII: Recommendations
For the next team to successfully accomplish this project they must have a very clear and
concise understanding of machine communications. The team prior ran into connectivity issues
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with the vision system to the robot. These issues delayed the project significantly throughout the
process, and at two differing times the group was at a standstill for one or two weeks.
Documentation of how-to set-up the IP address and transfer data was provided to the team, but the
documentation was about an earlier software, new up to date reference material is highly
recommended due to issues that may arise. The new documentation should cover connection for
the new 6.2.1 In-sight software. First steps for the next team include contacting Cognex very early
to see if there is up to date documents with the new software. The previous team was unsuccessful
in transferring data from the vision system to the robot’s controller. Another recommendation is
that the department upgrade to a newer robot, one that is highly used in the manufacturing industry.
Collaborative and industrial robots are taking over mainstream automation and the learning
possibilities this would provide are endless. This large improvement in equipment will improve
robot incorporated senior projects in the future.
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Appendix
Below are additional pictures and a bill of materials for the project described above.

Bill of Materials

Quantity

SCHUNK PGN 64-1 Gripper

Provided by Advisor

1

PIAB Vacuum Gripper

Provided by Advisor

1

6" x 3" Aluminum C-Channel

$26.25

1

HDX Integrated LED Clamp Light

$15.72

2

VELLEDQ M12 8-pin - RJ45 Ethernet

$35.99

1

DETECH DB9 - RJ45 Adapter

$6.88

1

PVC Workpieces

$2.74

3

Total

$103.30
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